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Address history sources
including but not limited to:

How much info could I possibly get?
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These impact address history lists:
Type of employment (ex. traveling nurse)

Age (avg. first time homebuyer is 33 yrs. old)
Credit (primary data source is the Credit Bureau)
Graduation Date (recent grad = school address)

Military service (assignments)

What matters most from the address history?

Last date & zip code
Date tells you when a company last reported that address, which suggests how recent the 

applicant lived at this address. The zip code defines the jurisdictions for court searches. 
Together, these drive public record research: criminal, civil, federal, etc.

something is WrONg?
Discrepancies could indicate stolen identity (worst case) or just a simple typo. Sometimes, 
addresses where your applicant didn’t live could show up, such as if they co-signed for a 
loan. Or, a company might continue to report on an account for years after the applicant 

lived there. Unfortunately, it’s all up to the credit bureaus and reporting company…

Not to fret, though! Contact us with questions/concerns. You should still search the 
jurisdiction because there is usually a reason why it’s there… it’s better than missing a record!

Why run address history in a 
background check?

Confirm identity
SSN match, primary name used, deathmaster index, alias names, date of birth

Define search scope
gives our researchers dates of residence and jurisdictions to search

Use as an identifier
for public records, such as criminal

Now that you know more about why address history 
reports are so important to background checks, let’s 
make sure you’re getting all the info you need!
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